
What CHEW Provides

You can make a huge difference 
in a dog’s life!

 Become A
Foster

Contact Us For More Information

Your foster dog takes a piece of your heart when
they get adopted, leaving room to love and foster
another.

5114 Point Fosdick Dr. Suite F, BOX #72
Gig Harbor, WA 98335
pawsontherun@gmail.com
chewdogrescue.org

CHEW will send a photo of the dog(s) so you
can say yes or no, pick out the sex, weight
and/or size of the dog to foster. 

YOU will represent 50% of the decision of who
gets to adopt your foster dog from CHEW.  
Most dogs are adopted within 8-12 weeks.

CHEW mentors you through the entire foster
process through your personal lead.

CHEW covers all medical appointment costs.

CHEW will supply you with all tools and
equipment you need to foster successfully
(collars, leash, harness, crate, etc.)



Relationship with Potential Adopters

Responsibilities

Costs

Basic Foster Care Duties
Why Foster?

Foster care is the most crucial ingredient in dog
rescue. Without available foster homes, many dogs
will not be rescued. Becoming a foster is a fulfilling
commitment yet extremely satisfying knowing that
you’ve helped a dog get a second chance at life.

A foster companion or family must provide a safe,
secure environment AND the love needed to
nurture those dogs back to their happy, healthy
selves.  Being a foster care provider takes time,
dedication and genuine caring and showcase your
dog at our bi-monthly adoptions events.

CHEW Dog Rescue will pay all necessary veterinary
fees such as health assessment exams, spay or
neuter, microchipping, vaccinations, medication and
help with special dietary needs when called for.

Because you will have the best knowledge of your
foster dog’s temperament, likes and dislikes, we will
ask you to share that information with people who
are considering adopting the dog. CHEW will help
find and screen potential adopters. 

As a foster “parent”, you will not only provide
shelter, food and healthcare (when needed), you
will also be responsible for learning about the
dog’s temperament, character and abilities -
information that is essential to finding the right
home for the dog. 

You may need to refine the dog’s house manners,
such as basic commands, and obedience such as
sit, come, stay and leash walking.  Some dogs
may not be totally potty trained and may need
some assistance in that area.

It is also important to socialize with other dogs,
people and surroundings. These things will depend
on a wide range of factors: the dog’s age, his
history, how much time you devote each day, etc.

If you find that you need help with your foster
dog, contact CHEW and let us know. CHEW can
provide advice and when needed, professional
training.


